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To all whom it may concern: . . .
With the switch o' closed, so as to complete
Beitknown that ISGHUYLERS.WHEELER,a this branch circuit, as indicated in the draw

citizen of the United States, residing in the city lings, a current
of electricity Will always pass
of Newburg, county of Orange, and State of through the brake - magnet of sufficient 55
New York, have invented certain new and use strength to hold the brake-lever up against the
ful Improvements in Electric Elevators, of force of its spring N and maintain the conti
which the following is a specification.
nuity of the main circuit between the contacts
The invention consists in certain novel ap in m', above mentioned.
. .
paratus for running and controlling the eleva The brake mechanism is illustrated particu
IO tor, all of which are fully set forth below. . .
larly in Fig. 5, where it is shown as consisting
In the accompanying drawings, Figures 1 and of
an elastic metal band or flat bar, N, which
6 are diagrammatic sectional elevations show is bent
part way around the shaft c of the mo
ing the manner of carrying out my invention. . tor. Its elongated end or arm constitutes the
Figs. 2, 3, and 4 are detail views showing the armature for the magnet N'. Normally the
construction
of one form of my improved con brake is drawn down by its spring N, so as to . .
trolling-switch; and Fig. 5 is a detail view of cause it to grip the shaft and stop the motor.
the brake mechanism.
When the branch circuit, however, is com
In the drawings I have shown my invention pleted,
the magnet N' draws up the brake-arm
organized in connection with a vertical eleva N against the force of its spring and releases
tor raised and lowered in an upright guide the grip of the brake upon the motor-shaft.
way.
. .
The special form of brake, however, is imma
In Figs, land 6 the elevator-cage Atravels terial so long as it fulfills the requirements of
in a suitable guide or frame, and is suspended the organization. With this branch circuit
by a cable, a, from a drum or shaft, B, con completed, therefore, as above described, the
25 nected by suitable gearing, B, with the re brake will be taken off the motor-shaft, the
volving armature-carrying shaft c of a suitable main-line circuit will be completed through
electro-dynamic motor, C. This motor is con the contacts in n, and the apparatus will be
nected in the usual way with any source of
to operate. Under these conditions it will
electric energy. The wires leading to the gen free
be obvious that a current of electricity, com
erator are marked a and y in the drawings. ing in over the linea, as above described, and
Referring now to Fig. 1, which shows an or
through the switch K and the coils of
ganization differing in detail mercly from that passing
the motor, will actuate the motor, causing its
indicated in Fig. 6, the current from the shaft c to revolve, and through the gearing B' .
source of electric energy comes in by the wire wind the cable a on the hoisting-drum and ele- 8
35 ac and passes to a pivoted moving switch-arm, vate the cage.
k, from this arm to one of a series of contacts, I will now describe the manner of control
l, through one or more of the resistance-coils ling the action of the elevator and of auto
L and wire in to the tongue n on the brake-le matically adjusting the power of the motor to
ver N, contact-stop 7', wire o, through the coils balance any weight that may be put oh the 9c
of the field-magnet of the motor, and by wire Cage.
v to the other pole of the source of electric en file switch K (illustrated in Fig. 1) consists
ergy. The armature of the motor is included of a base or quadrant, K', around the edge of
in a branch, h. A branch or multiple-arc cir which
placed a series of contacts, l, elec
cuit of comparatively high resistance, in which tricallyare
connected
by a series of resistance- 95
45 the coils of the brake-magnet N'are included, coils, L, the contact and end of the coil at one
is thrown around the switch K and unotor C. side of the quadraint being clectrically con
v

This circuit brancles from the main line acat nected with the main-line wire in. The mov

the point , passes through a suitable switch, ing switch-arm k vibratics upon the center
v, on the car or cage of the clevator, then by from which the quadrant is struck, and is Ior
wire v through the coils of the brake-magnet actuated
in the following manner: A looped

N', and by wire v' back to the main line y. bar, Q, through which the lifting-cable: a

s
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passes, is provided with a pulley, q, against a series of contacts, l, to which are connected

which the cable works. The opposite end of a series of wires, s, which are wound together

the bar Q is connected by a coil-spring with
an eye-rod, q', which passes through a stud,
and can be adjusted by a nut, as shown in the
drawings, to draw the pulley q against the
lifting-cable and deflect the cable out of a right
line, as indicated in the drawings. A cross
pin, q, on the rod Q is straddled by the forked
O end of the switch-arm ic, so that any endwise
motion of the rod Q will rock the switch-arm
on its pivot and cause it to pass over the face
of the quadrant and make contact with the
series of contact-points l. Of course the
parts should be so proportioned that the arm
k will not leave one contact l until it has
made contact with the adjoining one, so that
the circuit will not be broken. With this or
ganization it will be obvious that an increased
strain on the cable a, which will of course be
proportional to the weight of the car, will
swing the switch-arm upon its pivot, and, cut
ting out one or more of the resistances L., will
permit a greater current to pass, and will corre
spondingly increase the power of the motor,
so that it will sustain the car. In order, now,
to flirther increase the power of the motor to
elevate the car, the quadrant-base K of the
switch is also pivoted upon the same center
as the arm k, and is provided with a pulley
over which an endless pull-rope, , passes.
This rope runs over suitable pulleys and
through apertures in the elevator-cage, after
the ordinary manner in elevators. The op
erator in the cage, by pulling upon this rope,
can swing the quadrant K on its pivot, so as
to throw in or out a greater or less resistance.
If the car is to ascend with a load, the quad
rant may be swung by means of the pull-rope
O to cut out some of the resistance in the cir
cuit, and increase the supply of current to the
unotor until the desired speed of ascent is at
tained. When the car has risen to the desired
point, the power of the motor can in like man.
ner be reduccd so as to balance the weight of
the load, when the car will of course remain
stationary. When the car is descending, the
operator manipulates the rope 2' to throw in
an increased resistance until the motor be
comes too weak to sustain it, when it will com
mence to descend. The descent of the car will,
under the organization shown, drive the motor
shaft b in the opposite direction and generate a
current of electricity in the same direction as
5 that received from the source of electric en
5 ergy. The brake-circuit will still take its cur
rent in the same direction and hoid the brake
out of action. Of course the operator, by
manipulating the rope, may control the speed
of descent and stop and start as desired.
. In Fig. 6 the general arrangement of the
parts indicated by similar letters is the same
as that just described in connection with Fig.
1, except the clifference in the construction of
the switch and the manner of increasing and
decreasing the power of the motor. In this

or multiply around the stationary magnets of
the motor, as clearly indicated in the draw
ings. The switch-arm k is shown as a rock
ing quadrant, and is connected up in circuit
and operated in the same manner as shown
in Fig. 1. The base K of the switch is also
operated by a pull-rope passing through the 75
elevator-cage, as just described. The brake
magnets are connected up in branch circuit in
the same manner as in Fig. 1, as will appear on
tracing the circuit by means of the letters viv'
w". The strain of the cable a upon the rod Q
operates to swing the switch-arm k and throw
in a greater or less number of circuits s, which
pass around the magnets of the motor, and
thus increase or decrease the power of the 85
motor according to the weight in the cage, to
which the strain on the cable is of course pro
portional. In Fig. 2 the contacts l are carried
by short bolts, which may be moved in a slot,
l, in the base of the switch, and clamped at
any desired point by means of set-nuts. By

this means the contacts-of which there may
be any suitable number, and of which there
may be more than are indicated in the draw.
ings--may be adjusted toward or from each 95
other. Another arrangement for accomplish
ing the adjustment of the contacts is shown in
Fig. 4, where the contacts form the ends of
pivoted levers, which may be adjusted by
thumb-screws l. The details, however, may IOC

of course be varied, the broad principle of .
the invention being in no way dependent upon
them. The purpose of having the contacts
movable is that by experimentally adjusting
them the apparatus may be brought to just 105
the condition desired without difficulty. The
adjustment of the rod Q serves a similar pur
pose, and both means may be used together.
A like adjustment of the contacts l may be
provided in the organization shown in Fig. 1. I IC
Under the organization shown in this figure (6)
the too rapid descent of the car is prevented
by manipulating the pull-rope and causing a
greater current to pass through the stationary
magnets of the motor, so that the speed of de I I5

scent as well as ascent can be . perfectly con

trolled.

In both organizations shown in Figs. 1 and
6, when the apparatus is not working, the
switch o' in the cage is moved so as to inter
rupt the brake-circuit, and permit the lever N,
acting by the force of its spring, to grip the

motor-shaft and lock all the parts firmly.
rupts the main-line circuit at n n and takes 125
the power off the motor. When the switch v
is closedl and the apparatus is working or
ready for working, there must at all times be
a current through the brake-circuit in the same
direction to constantly hold up the brake-le I32
ver, and always maintain the continuity of the .
main circnit at the points in n, whether the
car is ascending or descending. This Iaccom.
The movement of the brake-lever N inter

figure the base K of the switch is provided with plish by placing the brake-magnets in a branch
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circuit of very high resistance around the to
creasing
or decreasing the power
of the motor
raise or lower the car.
w

motor C, as above described, and propor
tioned with reference to the conditions of the
circuit.
I claim, as my invention
1. The combination, substantially as set
forth, of the main-line or generator circuit, an
electric motor placed therein, a car, cage, or
vehicle which is hoisted by the motor when the
O motor is driven in one direction, but which in
descending drives the motor in the opposite
direction, and mechanism under the control

of the attendant in the car for increasing or

decreasing the electric capacity of the motor
.. fS circuit, so as to increase or decrease, the re
sistance of the motor to being thus driven by
the descending car, whereby the speed of.de
scent of the car may be regulated, as de
scribed.
2. The combination of the main-line or gen
erator wires, the electric motor placed there
in, the car, cage, or vehicle for raising and
lowering matter, mechanism for automatically
increasing or decreasing the power of the mo
tor in proportion to the weight placed upon
the car, for the purpose set forth, and mechan
ism to further increase or decrease the power
of the motor, at the will of the operator, to raise
or lower the car.
30 3. The combination of the main-line or gen
erator wires, the electric motor placed there
in, the car, cage, or vehicle to be raised or low
ered by the motor, the switch having the mov:
ing base and moving switch-arm, Imeans for
35 automatically moving the switch-arm to vary
the power of the motor, as set forth, to auto
matically increase or decrease the power of the
motor proportionately to the weight thrown
upon the car, and means under the control of
40 the operator for moving the base of the switch
to further increase or decrease the power of
the motor to raise or lower the car,
4. The combination, substantially as set

45

5. The combination of an electric circuit 55

and the two-part switch, each part of which
is independently movable, a series of contacts
on one part of the switch over which the other
part of the switch moves, and means for in
creasing or decreasing the capacity of the elec
tric circuit in response to the movement of
either part of the switch.
6. The two-part switch consisting of the
pivoted moving base carrying a series of con
tacts and mechanism for adjusting them to 65
ward or from each other, and the pivoted mov.
ing switch-arni.
7. The combination of the main-line or gen
erator circuit, the electric motor placed there

in,
a car, cage, or vehicle which is raised by 7o
the motor and which in its descent reverses
the direction of the motor, brake apparatus,

and a branch circuit thrown around the motor,
trolling magnets are placed, for the purpose set 75
forth.
8. The combination of the main-line or gen
erator wires, the electric motor placed there
in, the car'and cable, the hoisting-drum driven
by the motor, mechanism for controlling the
power of the motor, and the bar or rod Q, on
which the strain of the cable is exerted, which
operates the controlling mechanism and auto
matically increases or decreases the power of
in which circuit the coils of the brake-con.

the motor proportionately to the strain upon 85
the cable.
9. The combination of the main-line or gen
erator wires, the electric motor placed there
in, the car and cable, the hoisting-drum driven
by the motor, mechanism for controlling the go
power of the motor, the bar or rod Q, on
which the strain of the cable is exerted, which
operates the controlling mechanism and auto
matically increases or decreases the power of
the motor proportionately to the strain upon 95
the cable, and means for adjusting the rod.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto sub

forth, of the main-line or generator wires, the
electric motor placed therein, the car, cage, or
vehicle to be raised and lowered by the motor, scribed any name at Newburg, New York, No
switch mechanism for automatically increas vember 29, 1884.
ing or decreasing the power of the notor pro
sCHUYLERs. WHEELER.
portionately to the load thrown upon it, for
the purpose set forth, means for adjusting such Witnesses:
switch mechanism, and switch mechanism un
W. WADsworTH,
der the control of the operator for further in
GEO. B. CARVER.

